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The Hobbit and Philosophy
A biographical dictionary of notable living women in the United States of America.

The Most Dangerous Game
Darkly funny account of the office worker’s mindset by the celebrated French
novelist A long-suffering employee in a big corporation has summoned up the
courage to ask for a raise. But as he runs through the looming encounter in his
mind, his neuroses come to the surface: What is the best day to see the boss?
What if he doesn’t offer you a seat when you go into his office? The Art of Asking
Your Boss for a Raise is a hilarious account of an employee losing his identity—and
possibly his sanity—as he tries to put on the most acceptable face for the
corporate world,with its rigid hierarchies and hostility to new ideas. If he follows a
certain course of action, so this logic goes, he will succeed—but, in accepting these
conditions, are his attempts to challenge his world of work doomed from the
outset? Neurotic and pessimistic, yet endearing, comic and never less than
entertaining, Perec’s Woody Allen-esque underling presents an acute and
penetrating vision of the world of office work, as pertinent today as it was when it
was written in 1968. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The J.R.R. Tolkien Companion & Guide
An in-depth reference to Tolkien's life and works provides brief alphabetical entries
on a wide range of topics that encompass the author's source materials, synopses
of his writings, a chronology, analysis of his characters, and the personal and
historical influences on his writings.

Little Bird
An amazing journey through the thriving worlds of fantasy and gaming What could
one man find if he embarked on a journey through fantasy world after fantasy
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world? In an enthralling blend of travelogue, pop culture analysis, and memoir,
forty-year-old former D&D addict Ethan Gilsdorf crisscrosses America, the world,
and other worlds—from Boston to New Zealand, and Planet Earth to the realm of
Aggramar. “For anyone who has ever spent time within imaginary realms, the book
will speak volumes. For those who have not, it will educate and enlighten.”
—Wired.com “Gandalf's got nothing on Ethan Gilsdorf, except for maybe the
monster white beard. In his new book, Fantasy Freaks and Gaming Geeks, Gilsdorf
. . . offers an epic quest for reality within a realm of magic.” —Boston Globe
“Imagine this: Lord of the Rings meets Jack Kerouac's On the Road.” —National
Public Radio's “Around and About” “What does it mean to be a geek? . . . Fantasy
Freaks and Gaming Geeks tackles that question with strength and dexterity. . . .
part personal odyssey, part medieval mid-life crisis, and part wide-ranging survey
of all things freaky and geeky . . . playful . . . funny and poignant. . . . It's a fun ride
and it poses a question that goes to the very heart of fantasy, namely: What does
the urge to become someone else tell us about ourselves?” —Huffington Post

The Silmarillion
The authorized biography of the creator of Middle-earth. In the decades since his
death in September 1973, millions have read THE HOBBIT, THE LORD OF THE
RINGS, and THE SILMARILLION and become fascinated about the very private man
behind the books. Born in South Africa in January 1892, John Ronald Reuel Tolkien
was orphaned in childhood and brought up in near-poverty. He served in the first
World War, surviving the Battle of the Somme, where he lost many of the closest
friends he'd ever had. After the war he returned to the academic life, achieving
high repute as a scholar and university teacher, eventually becoming Merton
Professor of English at Oxford where he was a close friend of C.S. Lewis and the
other writers known as The Inklings. Then suddenly his life changed dramatically.
One day while grading essay papers he found himself writing 'In a hole in the
ground there lived a hobbit' -- and worldwide renown awaited him. Humphrey
Carpenter was given unrestricted access to all Tolkien's papers, and interviewed
his friends and family. From these sources he follows the long and painful process
of creation that produced THE LORD OF THE RINGS and THE SILMARILLION and
offers a wealth of information about the life and work of the twentieth century's
most cherished author.

The Screwtape Letters
Who's Who of American Women 2004-2005
In his beloved story The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkien takes readers into a world unlike any
other, yet so much seems familiar. As Bilbo journeys there and back again,
glimpses of the spiritual are seen. The Christian World of The Hobbit does what no
book has done: it brings Tolkien fans new delight by introducing a side of Tolkien
that is rarely explored but vitally important to his writings—especially The Hobbit.
Written by internationally regarded Tolkien-scholar Devin Brown, this
approachable, witty, and highly entertaining book offers up fresh perspectives to
fans of The Hobbit, both the book and the film adaptation. Click here to download
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the FREE Study Guide.

Finding God in The Lord of the Rings
When education activists in New York, Chicago, and other urban school districts in
the 1980s began the small-schools movement, they envisioned a new kind of
public school system that was fair and equitable and that encouraged new
relationships between teachers and students. When that movement for school
reform ran head-on into the neo-conservative takeover of the Department of
Education and its No Child Left Behind strategy for school change, a new model of
federal power bent on the erosion of public space and the privatization of public
schooling emerged. Michael and Susan Klonsky, educators who were among the
early leaders of the small-schools movement, tell the story of how a oncepromising model of creating new small and charter schools has been used by the
neocons to reproduce many of the old inequities. Small Schools is the engaging
story of what happens when the small-schools movement meets the Ownership
Society.

Self-Reliance
J. R. R. Tolkien was a profoundly metaphysical thinker, according to this new study
of his works. The Flame Imperishable follows the thought of Aquinas as a guide in
laying bare the deeper foundations of many of the more familiar themes from
Tolkien's legendarium, including such notions as sub-creation, free will, evil, and
eucatastrophe.

The Uses of Enchantment
Join Will Carter for his freshman year, when he'll search for sex, love, and
acceptance anywhere he can find it. In the process, he'll almost kill a trombone
player, face off with his greatest nemesis, get caught up in a messy love triangle,
suffer a lot of blood loss, narrowly escape death, run from the cops (not once, but
twice), meet his match in the form of a curvy drill teamer, and surprise everyone,
including himself.

J.R.R. Tolkien
From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award
nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale that inspired the movie The Hunt. A
subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was
shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up
on its shores, the abandoned isle was a welcome paradise. But unknown to the biggame hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than any
he had ever encountered: a human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale
“has inspired serial killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A century on,
the story continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of managainst-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands
of General Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.” —Criterion
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The Mythology of Middle-earth
George Washington Carver was born a slave in Missouri about 1864 and was raised
by the childless white couple who had owned his mother. In 1877 he left home in
search of an education, eventually earning a master's degree. In 1896, Booker T.
Washington invited Carver to start the agricultural department at the all-blackstaffed Tuskegee Institute, where he spent the rest of his life seeking solutions to
the poverty among landless black farmers by developing new uses for soilreplenishing crops such as peanuts, cowpeas, and sweet potatoes. Carver's
achievements as a botanist and inventor were balanced by his gifts as a painter,
musician, and teacher. This Newbery Honor Book and Coretta Scott King Author
Honor Book by Marilyn Nelson provides a compelling and revealing portrait of
Carver's complex, richly interior, profoundly devout life.

Bilbo's Journey
Small Schools
A fantastical anthology of short fiction, poetry, and commentaries by the author of
The Lord of the Rings includes "The Adventures of Tom Bombadil," "Farmer Giles of
Ham, and the author's intriguing essay on the art of the fairy story and the
treatment of fantasy. Reissue.

A Simple Justice
"In Bilbo's Journey go beyond the dragons, dwarves, and elves, and discover the
surprisingly deep meaning of J.R.R. Tolkien's classic novel The Hobbit.

Carter Finally Gets It
A philosophical exploration of J.R.R. Tolkien's belovedclassic—just in time for the
December 2012 release of PeterJackson's new film adaptation, The Hobbit: An
UnexpectedJourney J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobbit is one of the best-lovedfantasy
books of all time and the enchanting "prequel" to TheLord of the Rings. With the
help of some of history's greatphilosophers, this book ponders a host of deep
questions raised inthis timeless tale, such as: Are adventures simply
"nasty,disturbing, uncomfortable things" that "make you late for dinner,"or are
they exciting and potentially life-changing events? Whatduties do friends have to
one another? Should mercy be extendedeven to those who deserve to die? Gives
you new insights into The Hobbit's centralcharacters, including Bilbo Baggins,
Gandalf, Gollum, and Thorinand their exploits, from the Shire through Mirkwood to
the LonelyMountain Explores key questions about The Hobbit's story andthemes,
including: Was the Arkenstone really Bilbo's to give? Howshould Smaug's treasure
have been distributed? Did Thorin leave his"beautiful golden harp" at Bag-End
when he headed out into theWild? (If so, how much could we get for that on eBay?)
Draws on the insights of some of the world's deepest thinkers,from Confucius,
Plato, and Aristotle to Immanuel Kant, WilliamBlake, and contemporary American
philosopher Thomas Nagel From the happy halls of Elrond's Last Homely House to
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Gollum's"slimy island of rock," this is a must read for longtimeTolkien fans as well
as those discovering Bilbo Baggins and hisadventures "there and back again" for
the first time.

ERIC Educational Documents Index, 1966-69: Minor descriptors
and author index
Anyone who has read The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings can gather that their
author hated tyranny, but few know that the novelist who once described himself
as a hobbit Òin all but sizeÓ wasÑeven by hobbit standardsÑa zealous proponent
of economic freedom and small government. There is a growing concern among
many that the West is sliding into political, economic, and moral bankruptcy. In his
beloved novels of Middle-Earth, J.R.R. Tolkien has drawn us a map to freedom.
Scholar Joseph Pearce, who himself has written articles and chapters on the
political significance of TolkienÕs work, testified in his book Literary Giants,
Literary Catholics, ÒIf much has been written on the religious significance of The
Lord of the Rings, less has been written on its political significanceÑand the little
that has been written is often erroneous in its conclusions and ignorant of
TolkienÕs intentionsÉ. Much more work is needed in this area, not least because
Tolkien stated, implicitly at least, that the political significance of the work was
second only to the religious in its importance.Ó Several books ably explore how
TolkienÕs Catholic faith informed his fiction. None until now have centered on how
his passion for liberty and limited government also shaped his work, or how this
passion grew directly from his theological vision of man and creation. The Hobbit
Party fills this void. The few existing pieces that do focus on the subject are mostly
written by scholars with little or no formal training in literary analysis, and even
less training in political economy. Witt and Richards bring to The Hobbit Party a
combined expertise in literary studies, political theory, economics, philosophy, and
theology.

The Philosophy of Tolkien
Tells the story of a midwestern professor who, his career ruined by an affair with a
student, travels to Bologna to attend a trial of terrorists who had killed his eldest
daughter

The Tolkien Reader
The detailed, scholarly study of Tolkien's myth of Middle-earth compares the
themes, places, beings, and things in his writings to the historic myths that have
evolved in many cultures

Books in Print
"An admirable and thought-provoking consideration of the underlying themes of
The Hobbit, following the there-and-back-again progress from its famous first line
on through to Bilbo's return home at the story's end." -- Douglas A. Anderson,
author of The Annotated Hobbit The Hobbit is one of the most widely read and bestloved books of the twentieth century. Now Corey Olsen takes readers deep within
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the text to uncover its secrets and delights. Exploring J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Hobbit”
is a fun, thoughtful, and insightful companion volume designed to bring a thorough
and original new reading of this great work to a general audience. Professor Corey
Olsen takes readers on an in-depth journey through The Hobbit chapter by chapter,
revealing the stories within the story: the dark desires of dwarves and the sublime
laughter of elves, the nature of evil and its hopelessness, the mystery of divine
providence and human choice, and, most of all, the transformation within the life of
Bilbo Baggins. Exploring J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Hobbit” is a book that will make The
Hobbit come alive for readers as never before.

Who's Who of American Women, 1979-1980
With a simple hobbit in a simple hobbit-hole, J. R. R. Tolkien opened the window on
a whole new world that has captured the imaginations of millions. But The
Hobbit—now a major motion picture—is far more than goblin attacks, dragonhoards, and riddles in the dark. It’s a journey that changes a simple hobbit named
Bilbo—and us—along the way. In Finding God in The Hobbit, Jim Ware, coauthor of
the popular Finding God series, unlocks the mysteries of Middle-earth, sharing
insightful reflections on scenes and characters from Tolkien’s classic. And as you
travel through Middle-earth, you’ll start to discover some ways in which God is still
very much at work in our world—and how he has a bigger purpose for you than you
can ever imagine.

Arriving at Amen
While nothing can equal or replace the adventure in reading Tolkien's masterwork,
The Lord of the Rings, Peter Kreeft says that the journey into its underlying
philosophy can be another exhilarating adventure. Thus, Kreeft takes the reader on
a voyage of discovery into the philosophical bones of Middle earth. He organizes
the philosophical themes in The Lord of the Rings into 50 categories, accompanied
by over 1,000 references to the text of Lord. Since many of the great questions of
philosophy are included in the 50-theme outline, this book can also be read as an
engaging introduction to philosophy. For each of the philosophical topics in Lord,
Kreeft presents tools by which they can be understood. Illustrated.

Who's Who of American Women, 1986-1987
The world of J. R. R. Tolkien is filled with strange creatures, elaborately crafted lore,
ancient tongues, and magic that exists only in fantasy; yet the lessons taught by
hobbits and wizards speak powerfully and practically to our real lives. Courage,
valor, trust, pride, greed, and jealousy--these are not fictional virtues. This is the
stuff of real life, the Christian life. Professor and author Louis Markos takes us on
the road with Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, with looks at selected classic works of
literature as well, to show how great stories bring us so much more than
entertainment. They inspire and convict, imparting truth in unforgettable ways.
Rediscover the virtue of great storytelling and the power of fantasy to transform
our reality.

The Christian World of The Hobbit
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In 2012, media outlets from CNN to EWTN announced that Leah Libresco, a gifted
young intellectual, columnist, and prolific blogger on the Atheist channel on
Patheos, was converting to Catholicism. In Arriving at Amen, Libresco uses the
rigorous rationality that defined her Atheism to tell the story behind that very
personal journey and to describe the seven forms of Catholic prayer that guided
her to embrace a joyful life of faith. As a Yale graduate, Libresco launched her
writing career by blogging about science, literature, mathematics, and morality
from a distinctively secular perspective. Over time, encounters with friends and
associates caused her to concede the reasonableness of belief in God in theory,
though not yet in practice. In Arriving at Amen, Libresco uniquely describes the
second part of her spiritual journey, in which she encountered God through seven
classic Catholic forms of prayer—Liturgy of the Hours, lectio divina, examen,
intercessory prayer, the Rosary, confession, and the Mass. Examining each
practice through the intellectual lens of literature, math, and art, Libresco reveals
unexpected glimpses of beauty and truth in the Catholic Church that will be
appreciated by the curious and convinced alike.

Exploring J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Hobbit"
Discover the Christian meaning in The Hobbit. In Bilbo's Journey go beyond the
dragons, dwarves, and elves, and discover the surprisingly deep meaning of J.R.R.
Tolkien's classic novel The Hobbit. Bilbo's quest to find and slay the dragon Smaug
is a riveting tale of daring and heroism, but as renowned Tolkien scholar Joseph
Pearce shows, it is not simply Bilbo's journey, it is our journey too. It is the
Christian journey of self-sacrifice out of love for others, and abandonment to
providence and grace. In Bilbo's Journey: Discovering the Hidden Meaning of The
Hobbit you will relive the excitement of Tolkien's classic tale, while discovering the
profound Christian meaning that makes The Hobbit a truly timeless adventure. The
audiobook edition of Bilbo's Journey is read by Kevin O'Brien.

The Art of Asking Your Boss for a Raise
The Spiritual World of the Hobbit
Winner of the National Book Award and National Book Critics Circle Award "A
charming book about enchantment, a profound book about fairy tales."—John
Updike, The New York Times Book Review Bruno Bettelheim was one of the great
child psychologists of the twentieth century and perhaps none of his books has
been more influential than this revelatory study of fairy tales and their universal
importance in understanding childhood development. Analyzing a wide range of
traditional stories, from the tales of Sindbad to “The Three Little Pigs,” “Hansel and
Gretel,” and “The Sleeping Beauty,” Bettelheim shows how the fantastical,
sometimes cruel, but always deeply significant narrative strands of the classic fairy
tales can aid in our greatest human task, that of finding meaning for one’s life.

Bilbo's Journey
"A subject-author-institution index which provides titles and accession numbers to
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the document and report literature that was announced in the monthly issues of
Resources in education" (earlier called Research in education).

Finding God in The Hobbit
On the Shoulders of Hobbits
Written by major players in the small schools movement, this collection of essays
points to the ways school restructuring strategies connect to the ongoing pursuit of
social justice. The editors bring together writers who are both educators and
advocates for youth and who think changing schools can help change the world.
Building bridges to their fellow educators, these essayists make powerful
arguments in favour of smaller school size as an achievable reform goal.

The Flame Imperishable
In Self-Reliance, Emerson expounds on the importance of trusting your soul, as
well as divine providence, to carve out a life. A firm believer in nonconformity,
Emerson celebrates the individual and stresses the value of listening to the inner
voice unique to each of us?even when it defies society's expectations. This new
2019 edition of Self-Reliance from Logos Books includes The American Scholar, a
stirring speech of Emerson's, as well as footnotes and images throughout.

ERIC Educational Documents Index
Celebrated Newbery Medalist Cynthia Voigt introduces Little Bird, a tiny crow with
a big imagination and an even bigger heart, in this timeless read-alone and readaloud just right for the young middle grade audience. Little Bird features black-andwhite illustrations by Newbery Medalist Lynne Rae Perkins throughout. When a wild
fisher cat attacks their nest, Little Bird and her flock are devastated. Not only does
the fisher cat harm the fledglings, but it also makes off with the shiny pendant that
the superstitious crows rely on for good luck. Little Bird believes that she can find
the lucky pendant and return it to the nest before disaster strikes. The other crows
aren’t so sure—after all, Little Bird is so little and undependable and meek. But
with the help of some new friends—including a very funny goat—Little Bird
journeys through forests and over lakes and fields, challenging her wits and
survival skills along the way. The crow who returns home is wiser, braver, kinder,
and ready—at last—to spread her wings. Newbery Medalist Cynthia Voigt’s gentle
humor, sense of fun and adventure, and delightful main character sing off the page
in this timely short novel about bravery and friendship, illustrated by Newbery
Medalist Lynne Rae Perkins. A page-turning read-aloud for families and classrooms,
and a terrific book for fans of Nuts to You, by Lynne Rae Perkins, and Avi’s Poppy
books.

The Hobbit Party
A number-one New York Times bestseller when it was originally published, THE
SILMARILLION is the core of J.R.R. Tolkien's imaginative writing, a work whose
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origins stretch back to a time long before THE HOBBIT. Tolkien considered THE
SILMARILLION his most important work, and, though it was published last and
posthumously, this great collection of tales and legends clearly sets the stage for
all his other writing. The story of the creation of the world and of the the First Age,
this is the ancient drama to which the characters in THE LORD OF THE RINGS look
back and in whose events some of them, such as Elrond and Galadriel, took part.
The three Silmarils were jewels created by Feanor, most gifted of the Elves. Within
them was imprisoned the Light of the Two Trees of Valinor before the Trees
themselves were destroyed by Morgoth, the first Dark Lord. Thereafter, the
unsullied Light of Valinor lived on only in the Silmarils, but they were seized by
Morgoth and set in his crown, which was guarded in the impenetrable fortress of
Angband in the north of Middle-earth. THE SILMARILLION is the history of the
rebellion of Feanor and his kindred against the gods, their exile from Valinor and
return to Middle-earth, and their war, hopeless despite all their heroism, against
the great Enemy. This second edition features a letter written by J.R.R. Tolkien
describing his intentions for the book, which serves as a brilliant exposition of his
conception of the earlier Ages of Middle-earth.

Books in Print, 2004-2005
Fantasy Literature for Children and Young Adults
The bestselling book now revised and updated with new content! Hailed as the
most popular and best-loved series of the twentieth century, The Lord of the Rings
trilogy is more than a great story; it’s a reflection of life’s epic quest for all of us.
Examining the Christian themes in J. R. R. Tolkien’s masterwork, bestselling
authors Kurt Bruner and Jim Ware reveal a rich tapestry of hope, friendship,
redemption, and faith in the face of overwhelming odds. More than 200,000 copies
sold Includes six new chapters and a discussion guide A helpful resource for
personal study, devotions, or group discussion

The Fall of a Sparrow
Carver
Popular Author Helps Readers Discover the Christian Dimension in Tolkien's The
Hobbit The huge success of the first of The Hobbit movies has added to Tolkien's
already enormous popularity. As fans eagerly await part two of the trilogy, they will
be excited to find out all they can about the spiritual themes in the story's
mythological world. This book explores good versus evil in Tolkien's writings, the
spiritual quest of Bilbo Baggins, the guiding hand of God's providence, and much
more. The author specializes in taking complex topics in religion and literature and
making them accessible to every reader. A great gift for Tolkien book and movie
fans.

Fantasy Freaks and Gaming Geeks
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AB Bookman's Weekly
In this humorous and perceptive exchange between two devils, C. S. Lewis delves
into moral questions about good vs. evil, temptation, repentance, and grace.
Through this wonderful tale, the reader emerges with a better understanding of
what it means to live a faithful life.

J. R. R. Tolkien's the Hobbit
Offers brief descriptions of more than 3,000 works of fantasy arranged by themes,
including ghosts, heroes, magic, time travel, toys, and witchcraft
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